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A WALL FOR BOOKS 

To begin is the time of belief in form. 
Design is the maker that serves this 
belief. 
To build is action from a sense of order. 
Vlhen the work is completed the 
beginning must be felt. 

I recall the beginning as Belief. 
It is the tlme of realtzatlon of Form. 
It is f eelmg as religion. and thought as 
philosophy. 
Then there is no material no shape no 
dimension. 

And then I :recall the adventure of 
design when dream-inspired 
Form must answer to the laws of order 
so as to be. 

Louis Kahn 
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Architecture is made of forms. There is 
no form without context. The challenge 
of the designer is to find ways to relate 
the design to the context. 

Edward T. Hall 
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THE TOWN 
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THE PATH In my begiruling is my end. Now the 
lJght falls 
Across the open field, leaving the deep 
lane 
Shuttered with branches, dark in the 
afternoon, 
Where you lean against a bank while a 
van passes, 
And the deep lane insists on the 
direction 
Into the village, in the elcctr1c heat 
Hypnotised. In a warm haze the sultry 
light 
Is absorbed, not refracted, by grey 
stone. 
The dahlias sleep in the empty silence. 
Wait for the early owl. 

T. S. Eliot 
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The architect. by the arrangement of 
forms, realizes an order which is a pure 
creation of his spirit; by forms and 
shapes he affects our senses to an acute 
degree ... by the relationships which he 
creates he awakes profound echoes in 
us, he gives us the measure of an order 
which we feel to be in accordance with 
that of our world, he determines the 
various movements of our heart and our 
understanding; it is then that we 
experience the sense of beauty. 

Le Corbusier 
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THEW.AU. 

The wall for books ts primary. It gives 
structure to the building and generates 
order. The perimeter wall ts a solid 
mass, with niches caivcd out creating 
spaces for the presentation of the 
books. Prtvate and semt-prtvate reading 
cubicles occur within the wall on the 
second floor. 

The wall brings light into the library. 
Each block absorbs and reflects light. 
The material qualities of the concrete 
block that compose the wall create a 
pattern celebrating light and shadow. 
Vartety ts achieved within the design by 
the composition of block projection and 
recession. 

In addition to the wall for books, other 
walls are for separation. boundary and 
light. Separating the pedestrian from 
the vehicle, the path wall establishes a 
boundary for both realms. The top of 
the wall is a constant elevation, 
adjusting Its height according to the 
slope. As the pedestrian descends the 
path parallel to the wall, the visual 
connection to the parking area is 
severed, allowing the development of a 
sheltered outdoor reading garden. 

A transluscent double wall constructed 
of glass block glows 1n the sunlight, 
providing diffused natural sunlight 1n 
the central reading rooms. At night 
electric lighting transforms the wall into 
a brtlliant Invitation for people walking 
and drtv1ng by the library. 

A boundary ts not that at which 
something stops but, as the Greeks 
recognized, the boundary is that from 
which something begins 1ts presenctng. 

Martin Heidegger 9 



THE MATERIALS 



PERSPECTIVE 
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SECTIONAL PERSPECTIVE 
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The way to form, to be dictated by some 
inner or outer necessity. is more 
important than the goal itself ... 
the approach is what counts. 
determining the character of the 
work ... Form must on no account ever 
be considered as something to be got 
over with. as a result. as an end, but 
rather as a genesis, growth, 
essence. 

Paul Klee 
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There Is a vlvld picture tn my mind, still vivid 
despite the passage of time. The buOdtng Is of 
dark red brick. rich tn texture and standing solid 
on a block just at the edge of the business district. 
Across the street Is the recreation department and 
a small lush park wUh a tennis cowt. 
Aut.omoblles,old and new, are parked along the 
streets in.front of the thriving downtown of the 
small town. 

A girl comes fnto the picture, up the bright concrete 
stairs from the sfdewalk to the heavy wooden 
doors. She Is small and freckled. seven or eight 
years old, and she rushes to catch the taller boy 
and girl sltahtlrJ ahead of her. She Is always 
slightly beFilncf them because she frequently stops 
to look around. 

On the lawn In front of the buOdtng are large oak 
trees, creating shady spots of cool green grass 
upon which to relax and teaa. 
The girl has a rich fantasy life, full of witches and 
maglcfans, magical lands called Nam/a. and Oz, 
cleuer detectives and.fiendish vUllans, beautiful 
princesses, knights on noble steeds, superheroes 
and little tmlns that could. She has seen some of 
those characters at The Century. the main street 
movie theatre during Saturday matinees. But she 
met many more of them Inside that building of 
dark brick she Is enterfng now. She cUmbS tfie 
bright white stairs, wanned by the swi and goes 
through the door, beneath the sign that says 
County library. 

The building Is not air condftfoned, of course. but 
the walls are thick. the ceOings high and the large 
wood windows, painted white, are open. making 
the room pleasantly airy. Through the windows 
dr1fi the soWlds of children laughing and talking, 
cars driving by and the whack of a tennis baU 
connecting wtth a racket. 

The girl knows this place and where toftnd her 
favorite books. She knows the librarian and that 
the librarian will guide her and enc:ourage her to 
read. 

In this picture now ft Is shadowy between the tall 
shelves of th grown-up books, where the girl 
occassionally browses. She spends more time tn 
the chUdren's area. It Is brighler and more 
spacious. with brightly painted shelves, an 
enclv:mted place. There she has found King 
Caspian. Lucy and Ednwnd. Marie Curle and 
Helen Keller, wizards and Islands far away. She 
has found the writings and drawings about wad 
animals and western pioneers, flowers and 
fables. 

Just afew years later, among the grown·up books 
she wQl meet Madame Ling and her daughters 
Grace, Mercy and Joy, Mrs. Mike and many more. 
She will read the poetry of Poe and Kipling and 
EUot. She will e;rplore fomgn lands and thoughts 
and emottons. She will cross that threshold of 
Uterature and go on to Introduce others to the joy 
that a and shOuld be, a library. 
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THE INSTmrrION 

The development of the place. library, 
explores context. material and the 
architectural element of wall. In 
addition to traditional library functions, 
parts of the building function as a ctvic 
building and are owned by the town of 
Blacksburg. These include the multi-
PUIJ>OSC auditorium and display gallery 
which are accessible independent of the 
library. Additlonal space could house 
offices or meetlng rooms. 

For an image to attain the strength of 
an idea, the work becomes a matter of 
transforming dream to reality. 

Gaston Bachelard 



TBESITE 

The library ts on a site diagonal to the 
town hall of Blacksburg, Virginia. A 
landscaped public space in front of the 
building invites the public to enter the 
library at the center of the structure. 
The intention of the library ts to act as 
an edge to the residential and 
commercial districts and to setve as a 
cultural focus for the town. 

The sloping site allows grade access to 
the main floor of the library. The lower 
floor also has grade access. The site is 
heavily landscaped with retaining walls, 
terraces and existing trees providing 
spaces for outdoor reading and 
relaxation. 

I 
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FIRST LEVEL PLAN 
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SECOND LEVEL PLAN 
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THIRD LEVEL PLAN 
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION 
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION 
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ELEVATION 
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AXONOllETRIC 
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AXONOMETRIC 
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STIJDIES 
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What we call the begtnntng ts often the 
end 

And to make an end ts to make a 
begtnning. 

The end ts where we start from. 

T. S. Eliot 
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